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Special points of interest

•

All in a days work...
Ashley was working with a five year old boy with a diagnosis of Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congenita, he was unable to flex at the elbow. He could grasp an eating utensil
and scoop food; however was unable to then bring the utensil to his mouth. When he
scooped his food the head of the spoon faced away from him and he was unable to
rotate it to successfully self-feed.
His main goal was to independently feed himself with a spoon. After assessing his
current skills, Ashley and the team fabricated a device that would provide a rotational system allowing him to scoop the food and then lean forward to consume. Ashley
was able to utilize the following: wood, PVC pipe, rotational component of a caster
wheel (wheel was removed), and Velcro.
Just in case you will be able to utilize such a design in the future , here’s what Ashley
did. The rotational piece was attached to a flat wooden base and secured to the table
with Velcro. Attached to the rotational component was another wooden base with a
slot for the PVC handle. A small, tight slit was cut into the PVC handle to secure the
spoon. The slot for the spoon can also be used with a fork. )
How wonderful it must be to watch him eat independently with a little creativity
using available resources. As OT’s we have to think outside the box!
Great job!
This case example was kindly submitted by Ashley Kahila– Occupational Therapist
in Haiti who worked in conjunction with Autumn Marshall (OT) and Erin Cottos (PT)
on the adapted feeding device.

Welcome the new ACOT
President, Stephanie Llanos

•

ACOT proudly presents its
first webinar

•

Educational Programmes
in the Caribbean

•

Introducing National
Association Membership
Level
………………………………….

Celebrating our success is so
important!

Welcome from the new ACOT President
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Word from the President
Greetings to all our members and friends of the Association of Caribbean Occupational
Therapists (ACOT). I trust that 2018 has lots of wonderful things in store for us!
The new executive took the reins after our 13th Biennial Scientific Conference, hosted by
the Occupational Therapy Association of Jamaica (OTAJ) in Jamaica, November 2017. I
would like to highlight one aspect of the conference that was spectacular, but there were
just too many, from the positive way we were received by the community during our OT
Blast and the fun we had in doing so, the array of topics covered in the presentations, the
diversity of the OTs who attended, to meeting new OTs within our region as well as
internationally during our well thought out social events! Thank you once again OTAJ, for
all your hard work and efforts!

Pictured above: Stephanie Llanos
ACOT President 2017-2019

The conference brought about lots of changes for ACOT and its members! For instance,
changes in its membership classes now include, National Association Membership, in
efforts to secure a formal country membership. We have also changed the date of
membership dues to facilitate ease of payment as suggested by our members. Members
now have the option to pay biennially, at the time of the conference, or annually on
November 1st.
The good news continues with OTAJ exploring the possibility of beginning an educational
programme: Bachelors in Occupational Therapy at the University of the West Indies,
Jamaica. To better facilitate this, a bid on behalf of ACOT, has been submitted to host the
WFOT Executive Management Team Meeting in Jamaica. ACOT is also in support of
providing financial assistance for our WFOT Delegate, Raquel Martinuez, (from Trinidad)
and Pauline Watson Campbell, (from Jamaica) to attend the WFOT 2018 Congress in Cape
Town, South Africa.
It is such a pleasure to see us grow professionally, although we are small in numbers!
In this upcoming year, we plan to introduce more educational opportunities for our
members. During the time of membership registration, some topics were suggested for
us to hone in on. We plan to do so through webinars, member only discussion forums
and sharing information on continuing educational units throughout the region.
ACOT is proud to introduce our first Webinar in March 2018! I know there will be a rush
to sign up! I always encourage your feedback. If you wish to make a submission on the
newsletter or have any suggestions for ACOT that would you like to share, please contact
us.
We added a new twist to the newsletter, we hope you enjoy this publication! Thank you
in advance for sharing this newsletter with your colleagues who are soon to be members
of ACOT! A special thank you to Dionne Nmai, for your dedicated support in publishing
this lovely read.

In this upcoming
year, we plan to
introduce more
educational
opportunities for
our members.

Respectfully,

Stephanie Llanos
ACOT President 2017-2019
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Professional Development-

ACOT Introduces its First Online Educational Unit

Details on how
to join to be
posted on our
Facebook
page
Do not miss
this
exciting
education
opportunity!

Cayman Islands Occupational Therapy Association (CIOTA)
Occupational Therapy is a growing profession here in the Cayman Islands. Currently there
are 13 Occupational Therapists and 4 Occupational Therapy assistants. All Occupational
Therapists are regulated by CPAM (Cayman Professionals Allied to Medicine). The OT’s are
spread across government and private facilities. Whilst there is mainly practice within paediatrics, OT input is also provided into adult learning disabilities, mental health and medical
inpatient settings.
Country Representative: Rachael
Gaunt
Contact details: rachael.
gaunt@hotmail.co.uk

Here is the Cayman Islands
top tip for March!
During our increasingly busy
lives let’s remember to
check in on our own selfcare.
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Do we have a good mix of
physical, psychological,
emotional, spiritual, personal and professional experiences to engage our lives
in purposeful leisure activity and meaningful occupations.
Using an activity wheel is a great way to check in on our balance!

OT under the spotlight

Meet Shenika our OT under the
spotlight
Hello Shaneika! Introduce yourself to us..
Greetings! My name is Shenika McIntosh. I hold a Master’s degree in
Occupational therapy with additional certifications including teaching
children with Autism and developing feeding programs for medically
stable children. I am a proud graduate of D’Youville College in
Buffalo, New York, and I have extensive experience in both physical

rehabilitation and pediatrics, having both worked in the United States
of America and The Bahamas. I have worked at Princess Margaret
Hospital in Nassau Bahamas for almost five years in acute care, physical rehabilitation and pediatrics. Currently I am the Founder and
C.E.O of Occupational therapy Consulting Services (OTCS), a
consulting firm that treats adults and children with a variety of
disabilities, injuries, and special needs in Nassau Bahamas. OTCS also

A memorable
moment with a
patients parent :
“Thank you so much
for helping to see
my child for who he
is and not his
diagnosis. Because
of you, I have
broken the limits I
have set on my
child.”
Pictured: Shemika McIntosh

provides training and consulting services for schools,
rehabilitation centers and health facilities in an effort to change the

outlook and treatment of persons with disabilities.
I am a coach for The Bahamas Special Olympics where I train athletes
with intellectual disabilities in track and field. I am also the Fine arts
director at my church and I enjoy swimming, traveling and exploring
new foods.
What is the ‘stand out’ moment of your career or an achievement you
are proudest of ?
As I am an Occupational therapist I encounter so many proud

moments. One of my most memorable moments would be when a
parent of a child diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder, admits
with tears in her eyes, “Thank you so much for helping to see my child
for who he is and not his diagnosis. Because of you, I have broken the
limits I have set on my child.” Those phrases help to motivate me
through my difficult days and validate my work during the most
successful days. I am most grateful that I not only had an opportunity
to assist a child in regaining everyday function but to also change the
perspective a mother had towards her child! That is what I call
impact! And that’s what Occupational Therapy is all about!
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OT under the spotlight

What advice would you provide to prospective Occupational Therapy
students?
My favorite quote is from Ralph Waldo Emerson, and he so simply but powerfully
exclaims, “ The purpose of life is not to be happy. It is to be useful, to be honorable,
to be compassionate, to have it make some difference that you have lived and lived
well.” I would encourage every prospective student or person thinking about
selecting Occupational Therapy as a career to deeply reflect on this quote. Your
selection of occupational therapy should not to simply be a career choice but it
should be an avenue where you can impact all those around you; impact their thinking, their outlook on life, their health and well being and advocate for the rights of
others. If that’s what you are seeking to do, then I welcome each prospective

My favorite quote is
from Ralph Waldo
Emerson, and he so
simply but
powerfully exclaims,
“ The purpose of life
is not to be happy.
It is to be useful, to
be honorable, to be
compassionate, to
have it make some
difference that you
have lived and lived
well.”

student with open arms into the life changing field of Occupational Therapy.
If you had control of the Occupational Therapy services in your home
country, what would you do or change?
Bahamians, like so many of my Caribbean brothers and sisters, face many difficulties concerning resources and providing efficient, evidence based, occupational

therapy intervention to those who need it. If I was blessed with the opportunity to
change our healthcare system in The Bahamas, I, as an occupational therapist,
would first stress the need for occupational therapy education programs. It is a bias
approach but it's a needed one! With additional occupational therapists and occupational therapy assistants, we, as a country could:
•

Provide efficient early intervention services including pediatric screening in
our clinics, hospitals and doctor’s offices to assess children for possible delays.

•

Create and implement a system where rehabilitative services can be easily and
consistently assessed through the public system.

•

Provide therapeutic intervention in public school systems working along teachers and other needed health care professionals.
These are just a few changes I would make and hopefully, I’ll have that
opportunity and support to make a difference in my country.

Thank you very much for sharing Shenika!
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Country reports

Occupational Therapy
Association of Jamaica
(OTAJ)
Updates from Jamaica:
•

OTAJ has submitted bid proposal to host WFOT’s 2019 Interim Executive Management
Meeting

•

ACOT has provided financial assistance in aiding, their WFOT First Alternate and OTAJ
President, Dr. Pauline Watson-Campbell, in attending the 17th WFOT Congress in Cape
Town, South Africa in May 2018.

•

As part of OTAJ’s mandate to advocate for the establishment of an Occupational
Therapy school at the University of the West Indies, Mona, a needs assessment proposal has been submitted to the Dean of the faculty of Medical Sciences.
OT therapy equipment will be shipped to Jamaica with the help of Food for the
Poor as we establish the OT department at the University of the West Indies.

Country
representative:
Marjorie Jones- marjorie060@gmail.com

Check out our Instagram
account

otajjamaica

Pictured (left) President of
OTAJ, Dr. Pauline WatsonCampbell presenting PAHO
with plaque in recognition of
their sponsorship of the 13th
biennial ACOT conference
2017 in Jamaica.
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Educational Programme

The Bachelor Degree in Medical Rehabilitation offered at the
University of Guyana, Faculty of Health Sciences is uniquely focused in the
field of Rehabilitation Sciences which includes Occupational Therapy,
Physiotherapy, and Speech-Language Therapy and Audiology.
In 2017, the Medical Rehabilitation programme of the Department of
Public Health, Faculty of Health Sciences, escorted its initial graduates of
the Bachelor of Medical Rehabilitation, major in Occupational Therapy.
These five young, energetic and enthusiastic Occupational Therapists is the
first of its kind in the country and the region and is currently serving in the
health system. Previously, Occupational therapy is only offered by
rehabilitation assistants as an addition to physiotherapy services. Now,
Occupational therapists [OTs] is considered a necessity in Guyanese
healthcare system as well as in schools, nursing care homes and mental
health institutions.
With this recent development, there is a need for more qualified OTs
to serve the growing demand in Guyana. The University of Guyana is
inviting suitable Occupational therapy / Speech Therapist teaching staff
for the academic year 2018-2019. For more information, contact: The
Programme Head at bscmr.ug@gmail.
The Public Health Department of Faculty Health Sciences
is inviting student applications for the academic year 2018-2019.
Student Application online is ongoing!
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Educational Programme

Master of Science in Occupational Therapy

Contact Us
By email: OT Department
Administrative Assistant, Chantel Emmanuel at occupational.therapy@usc.
ed.tt. Or email the
Programme Director
Lesley Garcia at
garcial@usc.edu.tt.

School of Science, Technology and Allied Health
Main Campus, Royal Road, Maracas, St. Joseph
Trinidad and Tobago, West Indies
www.usc.edu.tt
Faculty Vacancies
We invite occupational therapists with experience in academia and/or fieldwork and an interest in international education, research and practice to
contact us for visiting faculty appointments from 1 month to a year.

In person: Feel free to
visit us on campus
in the Humanities
Building on the
south side of campus.

Student Enrolment
The USC MSOT curriculum was WFOT approved in March 2016 and is
designed to meet international standards as well as the unique occupational
needs of people in Caribbean society.
We will be graduating, God willing, the first cohort of Caribbean-educated
masters level entry-level OT’s in May 2019!

By phone: Call to arrange
a tour on 1-868-6622241 Ext 2752.

First cohort: 9 female students made up of 6 Trinidadians, 1 Tobagonian
and 2 Dominicans.
They have all already done their first level II clinical placement! Only
two more to go!
Second cohort: 5 female Trinidadian students.
Third cohort: To be admitted in September 2018.
Applications are being accepted now!

Facebook:
@uscoccupationalth
erapy

(l – r) Wanda Chesney, USC VP Academic Administration, welcomes Bill
Roberts, Fulbright Student Grantee, with Lesley Garcia, MSOT Programme
Director
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Educational Programme

Exciting Developments
Two second year students have
been recipients of the TTOTA (Trinidad and Tobago
Occupational Therapy
Association) Rosemary
Green Bursary valued at
TT$10,000.00.

‘Two second year
students have
been recipients of
the TTOTA
(Trinidad and
Tobago
Occupational
Therapy
Association)
Rosemary Green
Bursary ‘

We are hosting a visiting
Fulbright Student Grantee
for one academic year. Bill
Roberts, who is
co-investigator along with
Dr. Barb Hooper, is exploring the cultural context of

the USC MSOT curriculum
for his PhD work at Colorado State University. He is
also teaching communitybased occupational therapy
to second year students.
We also welcome two new
hires:
Part-time Academic Fieldwork
Coordinator: Stephanie
Llanos, MSc, ACOT President
Full-time Faculty: Raquel Martinez, OTD candidate, ACOT
WFOT Delegate.

Pictured left: USC faculty,
USC OT MSOT students take
part in TTOTA’s 2018- 2019
Strategic Planning Meeting as
student members. Developing
a professional identity in
action!!

University of the Southern Caribbean MSOT students and faculty hosted
OT students and faculty from University of Toronto in October 2017.
The group enjoyed student research presentations by the Canadian
students and explored ideas about OT education and practice in two
different cultures. And of course all enjoyed food and laughter!
Faculty members (front row l-r) Dr. Tracy Hislop (USC), Dr. Deb
Cameron (U of T), Dr. Diadrey-Anne Sealy (USC)
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Country reports

Haiti Association of Occupational
Therapy
(HAOT)

•
•

Association Haitienne D’Ergotherapeutes/ Haiti Association of Occupational Therapists (AHE/HAOT)
Members:
5 OT’s (1 Haitian, 4 expats)
all are members of AHE/HAOT

Upcoming courses:
Upper Extremity Injuries, chronic conditions, and therapy.
- Sponsored by Facultè Science de Rèhabilitation de Leogane – Leogane,
Haiti
- February 23rd, 2018
- Contact: dean@haitirehab.org

Country representative :
Ashley Kahila
Email: ashleykahila@gmail.com
Phone: 509-3411-7349
Facebook: Association
Haitienne d’Ergotherapuetes

Available positions: Short-term and long-term volunteer teaching positions
available at Université Episcopale d’Haïti / Faculté Sciences de Réhabilitation de Léogâne (OT program).

Trinidad and Tobago Occupational
Therapy Association
(TTOTA)
How may OT’s do you have?
There are 23 registered OTs in Trinidad
and Tobago.
20 members of TTOTA. OT’s must register with the Council for Professions
Related to Medicine (CPRM).

TTOTA has upcoming fundraising
events:
-Hike for All – this project includes six
hikes that will allow everyone to participate and engage, regardless of disability.

Paramin Outreach
TTOTA hosted 2 events last year in the
community of Paramin. The purpose of
the event was to promote OT in a community where it did not exist. The first
event was geared towards the adult/
elderly
population. Residents of
the community were able to attend and
participate in 4 topics: falls prevention,
ergonomics, equipment, and occupational balance. The second event was
geared towards the paediatric population. OTs completed screens in various
classrooms, and conducted a zones of
regulation group and a handwriting
group.

No upcoming CEUs, however some
TTOTA members are currently participating in WFOT’s Disaster
Preparedness CEU.

Vacancies:
University of the Southern Caribbean is
looking for faculty.
Contact: garcial@usc.edu.tt
Opal Kids – hiring paediatric OTs
Contact: aliya_d@hotmail.com

Trinidad and Tobago
country representative is
Kimberly Salloum
Email:
kimberly.salloum@gmail.com
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Educational Programme

Université Episcopale d’Haïti
Faculté des Sciences de Réhabilitation de Léogâne
“Nous sommes les agents du changement.”

FSRL : campus de FSIL,
Rte.de Belval, Léogâne,
HT6210. Assistant de la
FSRL:3435-8811
Doyenne: Dr. Janet O’Flynn ;
dean@haitirehab.org

Vacancies: We are always looking for an OT or PT with an advanced
degree (master’s or Doctorate) who speaks English and French, who is
interested in living in Léogâne to teach full-time and/or take an
administrative role!
Meanwhile, we continue to have good volunteers, faculty who come to
campus for one to two weeks to teach a course in an intensive format (one
course at a time, all day).

Enrollment:
13 freshmen are in General Health Studies with the nursing students. They
are not required to choose a profession during their first year. Even so,
there are two who are promising to choose OT. There are 5 sophomores,
all students of PT. 10 juniors: 3 are OT students and 7 are PT students
Our first class will, God willing, graduate in December of 2019. Their
academic courses will be done in July of 2019, but they will need to
complete 6 months of clinical formation after that.
Contact info: Email is the best way to contact FSRL: you can write to
dean@haitirehab.org

Good news to share:
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•

We have a new Haitian OT in the country, bringing the total to...two!
A young Haitian woman who has lived overseas for 20 years, during
which time she earned a master’s in OT, has just moved back to Haiti!
We have an interview with her on the 22nd of February to find out how
we may be able to work together.

•

We will have an American PT here at FSRL during the coming semester
also. She is a young PT with a doctorate and a lot of treatment skills
plus organizational skills. She will be sponsored by her church and will
be able to stay six weeks, with plans to return again after that.

•

In December 2017 we had our second annual workshop to train clinical
supervisors, led again by our colleagues from the U de Sherbrooke in
Quebec. Plans are now underway for a third workshop to “train the
trainers”: to teach supervisors how to provide training for other supervisors.

Self-regulation article

An interesting piece written by Aliya Drakes, OT in Trinidad
and Tobago
Self-regulation: From the Boardroom to the Classroom
You're at a three-hour meeting that you "need" to attend. Fifteen minutes
into the meeting your mind wanders, you start thinking about all the
things that need to be done, what to cook for dinner, bills that need to be
paid, or how mad you got after that bad drive on the way to the meeting.
Before you know it, you've missed out a chunk of what was said. Nevermind, you make a point to listen from now on.
Fifteen more minutes pass and now you start to shift in your seat because
the backs of your thighs are pressing into the seat, your neck hurts from
looking down. You start to tap your foot or bite the pen, or even doodle on
the paper provided.
A coffee break is announced - hooray! You get something to drink - either
hot or cold, and pick up some fruit as well. With munchies and hydration
you're feeling more renewed and ready to listen.
There are several examples above which illustrate how people regulate
their sensory systems, so that they can better focus on a task. As adults,
we find appropriate or acceptable ways to wake ourselves up when we
feel sluggish, or calm ourselves down if we feel worked up. These methods
become automatic and most times they can be effectively done without
anyone noticing.
Some children have difficulty with self-regulation. Often times they get
labelled as "hyper", "lazy", or it's often said they "don't listen". In class
they may be disruptive because they may rock in their seats, kick the chair
in front, always need to move or get up, constantly look out the window,
do not seem to hear you when called although you know their hearing is
impeccable, and the list goes on.
Unfortunately for our kids, they do not know acceptable and appropriate
ways to regulate. Add in a classroom full of peers, posters on the wall, the
noise of the air condition unit, fan, or other children, and the interesting
things to see outside the window, and you can have trouble. For these
children who appear to have a hard time paying attention, it is important
to observe them and see the types of behaviour they exhibit.
The movers and rockers can become classroom helpers: give them little
tasks to do that allow them to have this movement regularly - pass out
books, collect books, erase the board. This works well too for the children
who appear to be far away in thought, as it snaps them back to reality and
"wakes up" the body.

‘Water should
also be readily
available for our
children to sip
when needed.
Not only does
dehydration
increase fatigue
and inattention,
but having a sip
of water every
now and again

For the whole class to maintain attention, short breaks should be taken
regularly. When I was in primary school we did "Hands up, down", and
even now I remember that it worked very well in getting the whole class
re-energized. I am not sure that this practice continues today but other
methods can be utilised such as singing a short song, doing a funny dance,
shaking out the arms and legs, or simply stopping to take a few deep
breaths.
Water should also be readily available for our children to sip when needed. Not only does dehydration increase fatigue and inattention, but having
a sip of water every now and again acts as a fantastic way to self-regulate.
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ACOT conference 2019 and country report

Save the date !
ACOT Conference 2019

Barbados Occupational Therapy
Association
Number of OT’s: There are 15 registered OTs in Barbados. 10 BOTA members and 5
ACOT members.
OTS must annually register with the Paramedical Council of Barbados.
ACOT conference 2018
BOTA members met on Dec 11, 2017 to begin the preliminary planning for the upcoming conference. A team of three OTs visited potential sites on January 15, 2018
and were very well received.
Rehabilitation Therapy technician (RTT) Class of 2019
Lectures have commenced for this new cohort last month. This semester students will
be exposed to OT in Mental Health, Physical Dysfunction and Paediatrics.
Community Outreach
Events planned thus far include:
1.

Anger management handout specifically catering for clients at the Probation
Department.

2.

Brochure for parents of adults with a diagnosis of ASD to be produced.

Country rep:
Danette Lynch
E-mail: danette.lynch@gmail.com
Address: c/o Carib rehab, Hothersal
Turning, St.Micheal, Barbados
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ACOT contact information
MISSION
To promote the benefits of OT
throughout the Caribbean region
in creative and innovative ways by
facilitating professional growth
and development.

Objectives of ACOT:
Encourage the development of the profession in
the
Caribbean.

•

Promote the establishment of Occupational
Therapy training programme in the Englishspeaking Caribbean.

•

Get involved! Tell us
about Occupational
Therapy activity in
your region and actively be part of the
movement to keep
the profession growing!
Connect with
Facebook:

us

•

Link with government and NGOs to expand the scope of
the profession.

•

Organize professional scientific conferences to promote
dialogue and expand therapeutic knowledge and
expertise.

on
•

‘Association of
Caribbean Occupational
Therapists’

Facilitate professional growth and development through
scientific conferences, workshops and continuing
education prgrammes.
•

Website:

Publish a newsletter regularly to exchange technical ;and professional information.

http://caribbeanot.com/

How do I join?
Email ACOT Secretary:
acotmembership@gmail.c
om

Download the memberships form from our website. Fill out the application
form. Submit completed form along with your membership fees to your ACOT
representatives or Contact ACOTmembership@gmail.com

Email Caribbean WFOT
delegate:
caribbeandelegate.acot@g
mail.com
Email Non Membership
Matters:
caribbeanot@gmail.com

National Association Membership- For all National Associations within the
region
Individual ‘Ordinary’ Member-All qualified OTs residing or practicing in the
region who are members of the national associations (where one exists) and
employed within the legal requirements of the laws of the region.
Associate members -Students and other persons interested in Occupational
Therapy or regional Occupational Therapists who are not members of their
National Association
Honorary members

-Persons who have rendered outstanding service to

ACOT or have made some notable contribution on the welfare of humanity.
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